
WDDOA – Pickup-n-Play 

 

New for Fall 2020 ONLY 

WDDOA Pickup-n-Play  

Looking ahead and hoping for the best but trying to plan for every scenario, any team that has more than 3 positive 
cases of COVID-19 (that means 4 or more) is considered to have an outbreak within their team and should pause team 
activity (training and games) until all participants who have had close contact with someone who has COVID-19 have 
completed a 14 day self-quarantine according to CDC and local health guidelines. Please note, all games may not be 
eligible for Pickup-n-Play. Eligibility will depend on how much time there is between notification and first scheduled play 
date. In most cases, only the second game date will be entered into the WDDOA Pickup-n-Play google sheet. 
 
We will be offering a new program called “WDDOA Pickup-n-Play” which is an opportunity for teams who find 
themselves without opponents due to opposing team quarantine to find a play opportunity whether it is their original 
game or their new opponents’. Date, time, and location of the “Pickup Game” cannot be altered. This will be an accept 
“AS IS” situation. DOCs will be given access to the Pickup-n-Play Google Spreadsheet where both DOCs can accept or 
decline a pickup game. Available games will be listed weekly, checking this spreadsheet often will be imperative. 
 
How it will work: 
 
Teams/Clubs Process 
 

 Club / Team Coach / Team Manager will receive notification Game #/Date/Location has been entered into the 
Pickup-n-Play sheet 

o Check sheet once daily to view possible interested team information on your game and check possible 
available game your team might be interested in picking up. If your team will be picking up a game, be 
sure to decline your original game, should there be a conflict between the two 

o If your team is not interested in the Pickup-n-Play opportunity, please decline the game in the 
appropriate column in the Pickup-n-Play google sheet 

o Once interested team has entered data, enter Yes or No into the sheet to accept or decline the match 
o Once the game is confirmed and updated online, you will receive a confirmation message through the 

GotSoccer system from WDDOA 
o Once game is updated online, remind parents and players of date / time / location of the game 

 Requesting Team Coach/Team Manager: Teams/Coaches looking for additional play opportunity may check the 
Pickup-n-Play sheet. 

o Once a game of interest has been identified, make sure you communicate with your team that you are 
applying for a game on a specific date, time, and location so they are ready to play should the game be 
accepted. 

o Enter your team information in the “Requesting Team” portion of the Pickup-n-Play google sheet 
o Once the game is confirmed and updated online, you will receive a confirmation message through the 

GotSoccer system from WDDOA. 
o Once game is updated online, remind parents and players of date / time / location of the game 

 Match Acceptance must be complete by Thursday, 5pm to allow time for administrative staff to update the 
game and send notifications 

 For Pickup-n-Play games that involves Home&Away scheduling model, where the Home team is pausing play, 
the game will be entered into the Pickup-n-Play google sheet without a field location, the game will need to be 
transferred to one of the participating teams home fields. Home&Away (ONLY) game times can be adjusted to 
accommodate hosting club. 


